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Q: Identify the pros and cons of conducting an IA/OPS investigation concurrently with the criminal 

investigation in Officer Involved Shooting cases. 

I believe it is possible and legal to conduct an IA/OPS investigation concurrently with the criminal investigation 

in Officer Involved Shooting cases. However, that being said there are several issues that need to be kept in 

mind when contemplating conducting an IA/OPS (Internal Affairs/ Office of Professional Standards) 

investigation concurrently with the criminal investigation in Officer Involved Shooting cases.  

Because of Garrity vs New Jersey (1967)1 US Supreme Court case, the information can only flow in one 

direction this would be from the criminal investigation to the IA/OPS investigation. Any information gathered 

in the course of investigating the incident criminally would be allowable to be used in the IA/OPS investigation. 

But not the other way around.  

By conducting the criminal investigation first and the IA/OPS investigation after the criminal investigation has 

been completed, there would be no way that any information could be inadvertently released from the 

IA/OPS investigation to the criminal investigation. By conducting the investigations concurrently there is a 

chance that information could be inadvertently released from the IA/OPS investigation to the criminal 

investigation. Also by conducting the investigations concurrently the department takes the chance that 

someone could accuse department of commingling the investigations which would be difficult to disprove.   

Another advantage of conducting the criminal investigation first is that the IA/OPS investigator would not have 

to conduct a whole investigation from scratch. They would not have to re-interview the persons involved and 

ask them the same questions that the criminal investigator had already asked them. Criminal investigation 

could take a while to complete. If the IA/OPS investigator were to interview witnesses after the completion of 

the criminal investigation and ask them the same questions that were asked in the criminal investigation the 

answers may be different. This could lead to inconsistent statements due to the witnesses’ memory fading 

with time. By conducting the criminal investigation first, the IA/OPS investigator could be able to conduct their 

investigation by building on the criminal investigation and asking questions on points they feel need 

clarification or that was not asked in the criminal investigation.  
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In smaller agencies where the same person is tasked with conducting both the IA/OPS investigation as well as 

the criminal investigation, conducting both investigations concurrently could pose a problem. It might not be 

clear to the officer being investigated when the investigator is interviewing them as an IA/OPS investigator or 

as a criminal investigator. In an IA/OPS investigation the officer being investigated has Garrity Rights (Garrity 

vs New Jersey 1967)1, but is compelled to make a statement regarding their actions as related to their 

employment. In a criminal investigation the officer being investigated has 2nd Amendment rights, and needs 

to be given a Miranda warning (Miranda vs Arizona 1966)2 and does not have to make a statement.   

In larger agencies which have the personnel resources to have a Criminal Investigation Division, the IA/OPS 

and Criminal investigations could run concurrently. This would allow for a complete bifurcation of the 

investigations. One advantage of this would be that the IA/OPS investigation would be completed in less time, 

from the date of the incident, than if the criminal investigation was to be completed before starting the 

IA/OPS investigation. If an officer is on leave during the investigation period, this would bring a more timely 

closure to the incident. This is good for the agency, the officer and those involved in the shooting including 

family members.  

Each agency needs to take into consideration their resources as well as the pros and cons discussed here when 

determining if they should conduct an IA/OPS investigation concurrently with the criminal investigation in 

Officer Involved Shooting cases.  

 

1 Garrity vs New Jersey 385 U.S. 493, 87 S. Ct. 616, 17 L. Ed. 2d 562 (1967) 

2 Miranda vs Arizona  384 U.S. 436, 10 Ohio Misc. 9, 86 S. Ct. 1602, 16 L. Ed. 2d 694 (1966) 
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